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“It’s only a model.”



Modeling is formal reasoning:

• explicit assumptions
• math, not intuition
• quantified uncertainty



How were models used and abused?
Where do we go next?



Our examples

Why flatten the curve?
Was centralized quarantine required in Wuhan?
Did contact tracing stand a chance in Illinois?
Which projections are trustworthy?
Which policies have been effective?
How will vaccination impact viral evolution? 



Our examples

Why flatten the curve? [SIR model]
Was centralized quarantine required in Wuhan? [Rt estimation]
Did contact tracing stand a chance in Illinois? [arithmetic, ABMs]
Which projections are trustworthy? [SIR and “statistical” models]
Which policies have been effective? [SIR model + Rt estimation]
How will vaccination impact viral evolution? [SIR + phylo. + …]



Our examples

Why flatten the curve?
Was centralized quarantine required in Wuhan?
Did contact tracing stand a chance in Illinois?
Which projections are trustworthy?
Which policies have been effective?
How will vaccination impact viral evolution?



Why not “get it over with”?

“Flattening the curve” 
can also reduce the total 
number of infections.



A simple model
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• If we start at S < 𝛾/𝛽, we 
won’t have an epidemic!

• But we’ll blow right past it in a 
typical epidemic. 



Difference between total infected and 
herd immunity: overshoot

Cobey, Science, 2020
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Our examples

Why flatten the curve?
Was centralized quarantine required in Wuhan?
Did contact tracing stand a chance in Illinois?
Which projections are trustworthy?
Which policies have been effective?
How will vaccination impact viral evolution?



Rt used to justify centralized quarantine

Pan et al, JAMA, 2020



A reanalysis

revised estimate

Lipsitch et al, 2020, JAMA
Zhao et al, 2020, JAMA



Are these methods accurate?

Is uncertainty quantified appropriately?



Katie Gostic



Options for estimating Rt

Measure directly
e.g., CDC, MMWR, 2003

Infer from dynamical model
e.g., Li et al, PNAS, 2019 

Infer from cases, deaths, etc., using the generation interval
e.g., Wallinga & Teunis (AJE, 2004), Bettencourt & Ribeiro (PLOS One, 2008), Cori et al. (AJE, 2013)



First, pick your Rt

case or cohort reproductive number:
average total number of secondary infections caused by 
individual who becomes infected at time t

instantaneous reproductive number:
average number of new secondary infections at time t
caused by individuals who are still infected at time t



Instantaneous v. case Rt

instantaneous Rt: 
informed by past
infections

case Rt: informed 
by future
infections



Instantaneous reproductive number

(in a traditional SIR model,  )

average number of new secondary infections at time t caused by 
individuals who are still infected at time t



Under a SIR model, Bettencourt and Ribeiro showed
where g is the mean generation time; implies exponential generation interval.

Instantaneous reproductive number
average number of new secondary infections at time t caused by 
individuals who are still infected at time t

Cori et al. (2013, AJE):

new infections on day t

current infectiousness 
if infected s days ago

number infected 
s days ago



Case reproductive number
average number of total secondary infections caused by an 
individual who becomes infected at time t

Relative likelihood that case j (and not some other case) infected 
case i: likelihood j infected i

likelihood someone else did

Wallinga & Teunis (2004):



Pick your Rt

adapted from K. Gostic

instantaneous 
reproductive number

case 
reproductive 
number



Some challenges with Rt estimation
• Misspecification of the generation interval (mean, variance)
• Right truncation
• Underreporting
• Lags and reporting delays
• Biased data streams



Lags and reporting delays are ubiquitous

test 
reported



Downstream events ”blur” epidemic

infections 

observations

Cases Deaths

K. Gostic



Lags and reporting delays are ubiquitous



Onset to reporting delays from Hong Kong
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Wu et al., Research Square, 2020
and Cowling, unpub.



In practice, in most places (in the U.S.)…
• Symptom onset not routinely collected.
• Time from symptoms to testing unknown.
• Test turn-around time often not recorded.

In July survey of three states, 46% of respondents had 
more than one week pass between seeking a test and 
receiving a test result (Clipman et al., in review).



Reconstructing incident infections

• Subtract mean lag 
(not great)
• Sample from delay 

distribution and 
subtract (very bad)

infections 

observations 

shift  (tinf = tobs – E[u])
convolve (tinf = tobs – u)

Deaths

adapted from K. Gostic



Reconstructing incident infections

• Subtract mean lag 
(not great)
• Sample from delay 

distribution and 
subtract (very bad)
• Deconvolution 

(finicky)

infections 

observations 

shift  (tinf = tobs – E[u])
convolve (tinf = tobs – u)

deconvolve

adapted from K. Gostic

e.g.,
Goldstein et al, PNAS, 2009
Becker et al, Stat. in Med., 1991

Deaths





Hospitals are our “early” indicators
• Mean delay from onset to hospitalization is 5.8 days in Hong 

Kong, Japan, Singapore, South Korea (Gaythorpe et al., 
Imperial College, 2020)
• Delays to deaths (in hospitals) well characterized

Sentinel surveillance:
• Cases with symptom onset in last four days
• Labor and delivery population



Our examples

Why flatten the curve?
Was centralized quarantine required in Wuhan?
Did contact tracing stand a chance in Illinois?
Which projections are trustworthy?
Which policies have been effective?
How will vaccination impact viral evolution?



Reopening through test, trace, isolate

Requirements:

• High case ascertainment
• Fast case ascertainment
• Compliance with isolation
• Sharing of contacts 
• “Cluster busting” (reverse contact tracing)



What fraction of infections were detected?

Reese Richardson and Jaline Gerardin (Northwestern University)



Our examples

Why flatten the curve?
Was centralized quarantine required in Wuhan?
Did contact tracing stand a chance in Illinois?
Which projections are trustworthy?
Which policies have been effective?
How will vaccination impact viral evolution?



Farr’s Law (1840)



… and 1990







Concerning uncertainty



Ensemble forecast 
outperforms 
individual models.

See Cramer et al., 
medRxiv, 2021



Our examples

Why flatten the curve?
Was centralized quarantine required in Wuhan?
Did contact tracing stand a chance in Illinois?
Which projections are trustworthy?
Which policies have been effective?
How will vaccination impact viral evolution?



Tracking COVID-19 in Illinois

Substantial input and assistance from:
• Civis Analytics
• Illinois Department of Public Health
• Epic
• Other modeling teams, led by

• Jaline Gerardin (Northwestern)
• Nigel Goldenfeld and Sergei Maslov

(UIUC)
• Chick Macal and Jonathan Ozik

(Argonne)

Phil Arevalo

and Marcos Vieira, Frank Wen, Sylvia 
Ranjeva, Ed Baskerville, Katie Gostic, 
Lauren McGough, Spencer Carran, 
Elena Whitney, and Dannie Griggs



Basically a SIR model

P. Arevalo



Statewide policy and Rt (Reff)

P. Arevalo



Our examples

Why flatten the curve?
Was centralized quarantine required in Wuhan?
Did contact tracing stand a chance in Illinois?
Which projections are trustworthy?
Which policies have been effective?
How will vaccination impact viral evolution?



Evolution will select mutations, insertions, deletions, and recombinations
that enhance transmission (increase fitness):

1. General adaptations to humans: Improved replication in human cells, escape from 
innate immunity, etc. (e.g., D614G, B.1.1.7)

2. Escape from adaptive immune responses: Reductions in neutralizing antibody 
affinity, escape at T cell epitopes (e.g., B.1.351, P.1)

Selective pressures on SARS-CoV-2



Can vaccines accelerate adaptation?

Yes, particularly if escape is “complete” 
• escape (non-target) strains will replace target strains 

Examples: Serotype replacement with PCV7, 10, 13 
(Mackenzie et al, Lancet ID, 2016; Savulescu et al. Lancet Resp Med, 2017; Ladhani et al, Lancet ID, 2018)

Marek’s disease virus in chickens 
(Read et al., PLOS Biol, 2015; Witter, Avian Dis, 1997; Atkins et al., Evolution, 2013)

Does this mean we should vaccinate only if we can 
ensure ~100% (or 90%....) efficacy? 



Context
Theoretical support for increasing coverage of imperfect vaccines via dose-
sparing (Tuite et al., Ann Intern Med, 2021, Paltiel et al., Ann Intern Med, 2021, Barnabas & Wild, Ann Intern Med, 2021)

Dose-sparing occurring in UK and Canada 

All COVID-19 vaccines are imperfect

We do not have perfect information to predict evolutionary impacts with 
confidence, but we have to make decisions, and good evidence exists



The scales of selection for resistance

1. Within hosts: generation and amplification of new variants (e.g., 
Saad-Roy et al., Science, 2021)

2. Between hosts: transmission of variants



Selection via transmission

Cobey et al., Nature Reviews Immunology (2021)

“strain replacement”
prevalence unchanged

vaccine effectiveness still > 0
incomplete replacement (fitness cost)
transmission and prevalence drop 



Consequences of reduced transmission

1. In very small populations, selection inefficient due to genetic 
drift (Kimura, Ann Math Stat, 1957; Patwa & Wahl, J Roy Soc Interface, 2008)

2. Lower prevalence = fewer opportunities for beneficial 
mutations (and more beneficial mutations) (Desai & Fisher, Genetics, 2007)

3. With lower Rt, beneficial mutations less likely to spread (Otto & 
Whitlock, Genetics, 1997)

Demonstrated in Wen et al., 2020, bioRxiv (and in review)
”The beneficial effects of vaccination on the evolution of influenza”



Theory for within-host evolution

Cobey et al., Nature Reviews Immunology (2021)
Adapted from Saad-Roy et al., Science, 2021 

Grenfell et al., Science, 2004



Selection within hosts is inefficient

1. Most transmission of SARS-CoV-2, like flu, occurs a few days 
after infection, near peak viremia and before strong adaptive 
immune response develops (He et al.,  Nat Med, 2020; Li et al., Lancet ID, 2021, Morris et al., 
eLife, 2020; McCrone et al., eLife, 2018; Valesano et al., bioRxiv, 2021)

2. In flu, no evidence of selection in vaccinated individuals (Debbink
et al., PLOS Pathogens, 2017)

3. Appreciable diversity only found in immunocompromised 
patients (Xue et al., eLife, 2017; Choi et al., NEJM, 2020, Kemp et al., medRxiv, 2020; Ko et al., bioRxiv, 2021; Clark 
et al., Cell, 2021)



Conclusion

Our hypothesis: 

“Imperfect” vaccination will probably not accelerate escape because 
within-host selection is inefficient, and reduced transmission from higher 
vaccination coverage should slow the rate of adaptation.

• No clear-cut evolutionary reasons to withhold vaccination.

• Vaccinating to minimize global viral prevalence could slow the evolution 
of SARS-CoV-2 and prolong the usefulness of current vaccines.



Marc Lipsitch
Harvard SPH

And thanks to 
Chris Illingworth (University of Cambridge)

Emily Martin (University of Michigan SPH) 

Pleuni Pennings (San Francisco State University)

Jesse Bloom (Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center)

Michael Mina (Harvard SPH)

Dan Larremore
University of Colorado

Yonatan Grad
Harvard SPH



• Rt from multiple data streams
• Relationship between transmission and behavior, seasonality
• Impact of infection and vaccination on susceptibility and 

infectiousness…. by variant, age group, etc.
• Viral evolution, vaccines, and phylogeography
• Communicating model uncertainty

What’s missing? What jumps out to you?

Where can we improve?



We’re hiring research scientists 
and postdocs!

• Immune dynamics
• Viral evolution
• Epidemiology


